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ABSTRACT

The analysis of the Kac-Moody "like" algebra L2(Q) on the torus is performed. It will
be seen that the root systems construction leading to a Cartan matrix is not possible.
Different twist of L\(G) are discussed. Connections with known results are done.
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1 Introduction

Infinite dimensional Lie algebras has been shown to play a central role in the development
of string theories, two dimensional conformal field theories (see e.g. [1,2]) and certain
statistical models [3]. An example of these algebras consists of the Virasoro and Kac-
Moody (KM) ones. These algebras are related structures in the sense that the KM
algebra is a more detailed structure than the Virasoro one. Starting from this idea, we
try to analyze a KM "tike" algebra structure on the torus T2. We shall then consider the
loop algebra of the torus L2{Q) = C(i,to] ® 5; 1̂1 = \w\ = 1, and Q arbitrary Lie algebra.
It will be seen that L3{ff), the central extension of L2(Q), has a richer structure. However,
it proved impossible to construct root systems leading to a Cartan matrix for L2{Q). This
is due essentially to the infinite number of the 2-cocycle associated with L2{Q) and to the
infinite degeneracy of certain roots of L*(G). The algebra L2{Q) will be shown to form
a semi-direct product with the area-preserving diffeomorphisms algebra on the torus [4],
This gives rise to some questions and comments. The Utters are given in the end of the
letter.

The presentation is as follows: The second section is devoted to a brief review of the
necessary material of K-M algebras. In the third section, we give a systematic study of the
algebras £*({?), L}{Q) and their twisted versions. Conclusions and comments of certain
results are then given in the end of Section 3.

2 A brief review on K-M algebras

Let Q be the Lie algebra of a finite-dimensional compact Lie group G, with a hermitian
basis {T",a — l , . . . , d i m £ ) and defining commutation relations

where the /o 6 c are the structure constants of Q.
Recall that the one-loop algebra £ '(£) of Q (see e.g. [5]) is defined by

(1)

1*1 = 1 . • (2)

where C[z,2~l] is the set of all polynomial functions in z and *"'. A basis of Ll(Q) is
provided by the set {T°;a = 1 dimQ, n € Z} with

= *- ® r . (3)

(4)

(5)

The affine (untwisted) K-M algebra Ll(Q) of Q is then defined to be the central extension
of £ '(£) ie. characterized by the defining commutating relations

The Lie algebra of Ll{Q) is given by

Moreover, the generators T* satisfy the conjugation rule

7^+ = T ! n , a = i , . . . d i m £ , n € Z .



where the extra-term is subject to satisfy the following consistency conditions

Assume that Q is a simple Lie algebra, it is known [6] that the two-cocycle w has the
unique expression

where k is an arbitrary scalar constrained generally by the unitarity of the representation
of Lx($) that is 'Ik/ip1 is an integer, and xjr denotes a long root of Q [1\.

Now, we rewrite the defining relations of £'(£) Eq. (6) in terms of the Cartan-Weyl
basis of Q. The latter is spanned by the set

{ f f i , i = l , . . . , r , E°\ a€±]

where r and <\ are the rank and the root system of Q respectively. Q is then characterized
by:

[H\E°\ = a'Ea i= l , . . . , r , o

[E°,EP] =

(9)

(10)

(11)
( 0 otherwise

Thus the commutation relations of the (untwisted) K-M algebra £'(<?) take the form

[Ht
m,E"\=a'E^+K (13)

I s(a, f3)E%£0n */<* + P € A

^j(a • Hm+n + kmSmi-n), if a + 0 = 0 (14)
0 otherwise

f k tro] rr rjt 1 f\ t l K\

I * ***n \ ~ I • nl ~ v ^f
Notice the normalization of the c-number in Eq. (14b) follows from

where {,) denotes an invariant scalar product on Q, that is

([Z, X], Y) + {X, [Z, Y\) = 0, X, Y, Z 6 9 .

(16)

(17)

An important feature of the Lie algebra L](Q) is that it can be viewed as the Lie algebra
of the group of smooth function from the circle S l to G.

In this paper, we extend the above construction in the case of the two dimensional
torus T1 = S1 x 5 l . For instance, the obtained algebra, which we denote by L*(Q), can
be seen (in an appropriate sense) as a "deformation" of LX{Q) namely L2{Q) reduces to
Ll{Q) in a certain limit.

£ " * • •*

3 Loop algebra on the torus

As mentioned above, we will consider a larger class of infinite dimensional Lie algebras
built out of G in the same way as £'(<?). Let then L2(Q] be the following algebra

L'(£) = C[z, w] ® Q , \z\ = \w\ = 1 , (IS)

where C[z, w] is now the set of all Laurent polynomial functions in z and w. The scalars z
and to are seen as two independent variables describing then the % — d torus T2. However,
we will see that in the limit w —> z, or equivalently z and w belong to the same class in the
projective ptan, then L\Q) and Ll(G) are isomorphic. Now, we proceed to a systematic
study of £*({?) and its central extension.

A basis of L2{G) is given by the set {T°m,a = 1 dim£,ri,m e Z} with

One has then the defining commutation relations of L2(Q)

» + , • (19)

A first remark to do is that Eq. (19) generalizes the ones given by (4). Taking m = q = 0
(or n = p = 0) one obtains two subalgebras of Lm(Q) isomorphic to Ll(G). These
subalgebras are generated by two sets

and

We shall refer to them by Lfl0){G) and LfaA)(G) respectively. Notice that these two
algebras are in fact isomorphic to each other, the isomorphism being

Moreover, the subalgebra L2
y0)(G) H L2

0A)(Q) is nothing but the horizontal algebra iso-
morphic to Q itself.

To have a more explicit result, we will set z = e1"1 and w = e"'1 where <Tî 7) span the
set of real numbers. This allows us to exploit the semi-direct sum of the affine algebra
£3(?) by its derivation algebra namely the algebra of area preserving diffeomorphisms on
the torus T1. This algebra is generated by {£»,«,, ni,n2 € Z,PUP2) given by (4j

Q

IT-),
Off?

and
A
OUi O<72

The algebra of the semi-direct product of the mentioned algebras is then

l-*mi, 7 \

(21)

(22)



I've,,,,,] =-»</C,,..3
i.,,.,,/-™,.™,] = («A»»)/'»,+»li.»,+m,

[Pi./-.,..,]""!/-.,.., (-»")

[Pj.i..,™,! = »!*•..,..„ (28)

[/>i,/'i| = O (291

with n A m = £ l l n , m t ; i l ! = - s J I = 1 .
Now, wo focus our attention oti central extension of the algebra /-'(<?). The obtained

algebra will be denoted by L2(CI) of which the l.ir algebra reads as

I'n.mt ',.vl = ' / ' n+p.m-t-; + M ' » . m - '„,,) • (30)

The extra-term obeys to an equivalent set of relations given by Eqs. (7). One then proves,
using usual techniques |5j, that such constraints admit an infinite set of solutions. We
give hereafter some non equivalent ones.

where fc| and kj are arbitrary complex numbers. We rewrite these formulae in ;i compact
. form

It is clear then thai when restricted Lo the algebras £,',„,«?) or ^('o , ,(?) the cocyclcs E<|.
(33) reduces to the one given by E<(. (S). Hence to have a consistent form in (.10), we
shall consider linear combinations of the uj^'s (which are of course solutions of E<|s. (")).
Let then !!„,,„, 6 C the two-cocycte given by

so that
0 , l l f f l l ( ' C O = *(«, AV». + a1i-,mJ)A"^n+rn.u (3-1)

However, one can sec that the last term of the above equality is a particular one i.e. one
can take 6n+ml. instead of 6n+m,0 with r any fixed integer vector. We will deal then with
the following cocycle (kt = k2 — k)

where A is an arbitrary parameter. We refer to the corresponding algebra by L[{(J) of
which the Lie algebra reads as

At this stage a new snbalgebra of L\(G) appears. It plays exactly the same role as that
of ihe horizontal algebra in ordinary Kac-Moody algebras. We refer lo this subalgebr.i by

if,it){G)- Noticn that tfiA)(Q) is iti(icpenrWt of A. Il is generated by the set {T*n:a =
l , . . . d i rn£ ,n € Z\ • L*hl)(Q) has the property that the whole of £'(<?) transforms under
its adjoint representation namely

[r°n, r*j = <rkc7^+ (37)

Let. us rewrite the defining relations F.t\. ['-\(i) in terrns of the Cartan-Weyl basis of $ given
by V.i\s. (<J), (10), ( I I) we have

0
J / O + J = 0 (40)
otherwise

We try to construct an analogue of the Cartan suhalgehra of V^fG). We start with the
Car tan subslgebra, U^0,i = 1, r for the sntialgchra generated by ffg0, i = 1,. ,.17,
/"-',7,(crt £ ^ which is isomorphic to tj. To this we obviously arid llie central element k.
With this (r + I) dimensional ab'rlian algebra all the ££9 are step operators

(A', ft;.,] = 0 (42)

so that each of the roots (tt,0) is inlinitrly degenerate. Moreover this abelian snbalgebra is
not. maximal because [l!'ol), ll'p9\ = 0. Notice that these two problems appear in the Study
of ordinary K-M algebras. They are overpassed by appending extraeletnent designed to
distinguish between the step operators. So, by following this construction and taking into
account the semi-direct product Ef|s. (22)~(2D), we have

, P; = - / V (44)
Using as the abelian subalgebra fl^i = I r; k, P\, P'}. we have as step operators

/?™m corresponding to the root n = [a.0,n,»i)
H'n ^ corresponding to the root 116] + mftj = (0,0, n, m)

The root system of L\(Q) is thus infinite but spans an (r + 2)-dimensionat space. An
important remark to rio is that the root system of L\{Q) does not contain any information
in A so that the above study is available for &[£). To develop the a.taiysis further we give
here an analogue for L{(C) of the invariant scalar product on Q (see Eq. (17)). It is then
easy to check, by giving the different values to X,Y and Y that the following expressions
are valid

(k,k) = (kJZm)=Q

= o

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)



f

The first remark to do about Eqs.(45)-('IS) is tli.it they atf incomplete. Indeed the three
relations cannot be determined exactly except if one deals with the set {HQ0, k,<l =
P[ — P[} as the Cartan-Weyl snbalgehra. but in this situation n problem of degeneracy
of the roots appear again: with ivsperl, lo tin- above CaiUn-Ui-yl suhnlgelirii tin- mot
system is given by

(o,0. t»- <»). (0.0,n -m) (A*))

showing then that the root (0,0, u - in) is infinitely degenerate.
In the end of this section, we give a brief analysis of the twisted version of L\{Cl). To

start, let r be an automorphism of C, i.e.

i V t c T ( n . (30)

and assume that r has a finite order <V i.e. the smallest positive integer for which

r v = I .

It is known [6,Sj that C can be divided into eigennpaccs CJ(m, of r with

Therefore hy Eq. (50)

if T ( T ) ~ e i l ' m / l 1 1 -T. 0 < m < . V - l

IT, T\ € glm+nl if 7' € ? | m | and r € ?,„,

(52)

(53)

Choosing {7°,a = 1,. . ., dirnC} ,1 basis of C consisting of eigenvectors of r. we define the

twisted afllnc algebra L2
N''V|((/) to have a basis consisting of T*^ where

p € Z + rn/A\ 7 € Z + m/N . (54)

We shall refer to L^'V)(G) as a totally twisted algebra, indent one can define the twist
in a weaker sense that is left and right twist. Thus, we hate two other partially twisted
algebras £?'V'(£?)n and lfW){Q)L with basis

lvk;p€ Z+m/.V; <, € Z} if 7" € C[m)

and
{T;rk;P e z ; , 5 z+m/.w} if 7- e glm)

A simple example is given by taking tj = au(2)

[r, p) = ̂ -"T1-

and denning T by:
r ( D = - T 1 if i ?:J

r(T !) = T3 . (55)

Then r} = 1 and t'<2 '(6) has a basis consisting of T;,,;) £ Z + }; i *= Z + | for i = 1.2
and p. q € Z, i ss 3; fc. Actually, this is a rather trivial example .is one can see by changing
to a Cartan-Weyl basis of Q : 7 ' \ T* = 7'1 i iff^l. (I follows then

[T1 r * 1 = +7"*
l J r . j ! x ni.nl -1- lr + m,J + 1 *

* '*' !*

where r, s £ Z;rn.n,p.«j 6 Z + | . So. if we define

5* = 7'*
hjfl n± = c

(56)

(57)

then the 5*'* satisfy the algebra Eq.(:j6): the twisted algebra is isomorphic to the un-
twisted one and the twisting is trivial. More generally, one can show that (all total, for
instance) twist corresponding to an inner automorphism r are trivial. This extends a
known result for K-M algebras [6,7.S]. Moreover, it is easy to see that also the left and
right twists are trivial. For example, taking

one verifies that the Lie algebra of 5jj;* is isomorphic to the untwisted one L\(G)). This
shows that the twists of L\($) corresponding to inner automorphisms are trivial. However,
it can be seen that this result is in fact related to the exceptional form of the two-eocycle
of LHQ).

We end these notes with certain remarks and comments. First., one can ask if there
is an equivalent construction of the area preserving difTeommphism generators on T1 as
bilinear form in the 7£ l l n j . The answer is no. The proof will be given elsewhere [9]. Thus
a Sugawara like construction cannot be performed on the torus. However, an 'equivalent'
way can be developed. One starts with the ([u.inliim hyperpkm; C,(j.r.y] (see. e.g. (10|

y.t = 7-ry

where q is an , V root of the unity. Then one can show [<Jj that the 'generators"

satisfying

provide a construction of the area-preserving diireomovphism on T1 while iV
Notice that the Virasoro algebras constructed from the /.J,|(Cj) and t?, 0|{G) (although

with non trivial central extension) do not describe symmetries on the torus as they cor-
respond to <r( or a-i — 0 respectively. This supports a known result [4]: the excitations of
the quantum torus membrane do not contain the closed bosonic string spectrum.
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